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Local Times of Markov Processes Approximated by
a Generalized Iterated Brownian Motion
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Csa� ki et al. (5) have given strong approximations of continuous additive func-
tional of Brownian motion. We establish here an extension of these results for
a large class of Markov processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let X be a recurrent strong Markov process with a state space E, admitting
a local time process (Lx

t , x # E, t�0). We call 0 a given element of E and
define:

T0=inf[t�0: Xt=0], and {(t)=inf[s�0: L0
s �t]. (for notational

convenience we introduce {1={(1).)
Let A be a continuous additive functional of X with a Revuz measure

(not necessarily positive) +A on E. Hence for every x # E, Px -a.s.:

At=| Lx
t +A(dx), t�0

We set: +A =�E E0(Lx
{1

) +A(dx) and _A=- var(A{1
). Under the condition

that �E Ex(Lx
{1

) |+A | (dx)<�, Khoshnevisan(20) has established that there
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exists a linear Brownian motion W, starting from 0, such that P0 -a.s.

|At&+A L0
t &_AW(L0

t )|=O(log L0
t )

when t tends to �.
Under a stronger assumption on X, we approximate the difference

|At&+A L0
t &_A W(L� 0

t )|

as t tends to �, where (L� 0
t , t�0) is a copy of (L0

t , t�0), independent
of W.

The process W(L� 0) is a ``generalized iterated Brownian motion.''
This problem has a long history. It goes back to a nice result of

Dobrushin(14) who first realized that the local time difference !(a, n)&
!(0, n) with appropriate normalization tends as n � � to the product
U - |V | where U and V are two independent standard normal variables.
This results has many generalizations mostly for the Brownian local time
case. To see a detailed history the interested reader should consult Csa� ki et
al.(5) Without trying to create a complete list of the relevant literature we
just mention a few important contributions; Borodin, (2) Kasahara, (19)

Papanicolaou et al., (23) Yor, (25) Cso� rgo� and Re� ve� sz, (12) Csa� ki and Fo� ldes.(6)

Further strong approximation results in different situations (non Brownian)
were given by Csa� ki and Cso� rgo� , (3) Csa� ki and Salminen, (13) Csa� ki et al.(10)

Recently a general method was developed by Csa� ki and Fo� ldes(7, 8) to get
a common framework to prove many of these results. Our present work
will rely on this method.

When X is symmetric, our approximation gives a convergence in law
which can be interpreted as an approximation of the local times of X by
a Gaussian process. This partially extends the results of Csa� ki et al.(4) on
Brownian local time approximated by a Brownian sheet.

In the special case where X is a symmetric Le� vy process, our approxi-
mation combined with a Strassen theorem for generalized iterated Brownian
motion will lead to a Strassen theorem for continuous additive functionals.

In Section 2, we present the main results of the paper. They are proved
in Section 3. Section 4 contains some applications.

2. MAIN RESULTS

The process ({(t), t�0), presented in the introduction, is a subordinator.
We denote by 8 its Laplace exponent defined by:

E(exp[&*{(t)])=exp[&t8(*)], *, t�0
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We assume that

8 is regularly varying at 0+ with index : # (0, 1) (2.1)

Theorem 2.1. Let A be a continuous additive functional of a
recurrent strong Markov process X, satisfying (2.1) with a Revuz measure
+A on E such that:

|
E

Ex(Lx
{1

) |+A | (dx)<� (2.2)

Then on an appropriate probability space there exists a couple of processes
((Wt , L� 0

t ), t�0) such that:

v (L� 0
t , t�0) =

(law)
(L0

t , t�0)

v W has the law of a linear Brownian motion starting from zero

v W and L� 0 are independent

and we have P0 a.s., as t tends to �:

|At&+A L0
t &_AW(L� 0

t )|=O \ log log t
8(t&1 log log t)+

&

(2.3)

|L0
t &L� 0

t |�O(t:$) (2.4)

where _2
A=var(A{1

)<�, +A =�E E0(Lx
{1

) +A(dx)<�, & is a positive
number strictly smaller than 1�2, and :$ is a positive number strictly
smaller than :.

Remark 2.2. Instead of assuming condition (2.2) of the above
theorem, we may assume that Ex(Lx

{1
) is locally bounded as a function

of x. In that case condition (2.2) is realized by any continuous additive
functional A having finite Revuz measure and compact support. We note
furthermore that for a given x in R, Lx is an additive functional. Hence, we
have:

Ex(Lx
{1

)=Ex(Lx
T0

+Lx
{1

o%T0
)=Ex(Lx

T0
)+E0(Lx

{1
).

When X is a symmetric Markov process, we can make use of the
arguments developed in the proof of Lemma V.12 of Ref. 1, to note that:
E0(Lx

{1
)=1. Consequently instead of condition (2.2), it is sufficient to

assume that Ex(Lx
T0

) is locally bounded as a function of x.
When X is a recurrent Le� vy process, we know thanks to Lemma V.11

of Bertoin's book, (1) that Ex(Lx
T0

) is a continuous function of x and that
E0(Lx

T0
)=1. g
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Remark 2.3. Our statement (2.3) implies that for the additive func-
tional (At&+AL0

t , t�0) one can deduce the same weak and strong laws
which are valid for the iterated Wiener process _A W(L� 0

t ). That the rate of
this approximation is good enough for this purpose becomes apparent in
the light of the LIL (see (3.7)) of Fristedt and Pruitt.(17) Another conse-
quence of (2.3) is that when +A is distinct from 0, (

At
+A

, t�0) obeys to the
same LIL as (L0

t , t�0). g

3. PROOF OF THE RESULTS

The proofs are based on the following result established by Csa� ki and
Fo� ldes.

Theorem A (Csa� ki and Fo� ldes(7)). Let (Yi , _i) i�1 be a sequence of
i.i.d. vectors such that _i�0 and

P( |Yi |>x)<
c

x; , P(_ i>x)�
c

x: , x�0 (3.1)

for x large enough, where 0�:�1, ;>2, c>0 is a constant.
Then on a appropriate probability space one can construct two

independent copies

(Y ( j )
i , _ ( j )

i ) i�1 , j=1, 2

together with (Yi , _i) i�1 such that:

sup
k�n

|{k&{ (1)
k |=O(n1�:*) a.s. (3.2)

sup
k�n

|Sk&S (2)
k |=O(n1�;*) a.s. (3.3)

as n tends to �, where S ( j )
k =�k

i=1 Y ( j )
i , { ( j )

k =�k
i=1 _ ( j )

i , Sk=�k
i=1 Yi ,

{k=�k
i=1 _i and :*>:, ;*>2.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.

Step 1. We first check that we can apply the above theorem. We
assume that: X0=0 a.s. and set:

Yi =A{i
&A{i&1

for i>1, and Y1=A{1

_i ={i&{i&1 for i>1, and _1={1

hence: Sn=�n
i=1 Yi=A{n

for n�1.
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As an easy consequence of the Markov inequality (see, e.g., Fristedt
and Pruitt, (17) Lemma 1), we have for any u>0:

P({1�x)�
8(u)

(1&exp[&ux])

By our assumption on 8, selecting u=1�x, we obtain as x tends to �:

P({1�x)�
c

x: (3.4)

Hence for every i�1:

P(_i>x)=P({1o%{i&1
>x)�

c
x:

Thus the second condition in (3.1) is satisfied. To check the first condition
of (3.1), it is sufficient to show that: E( |Y1|;)<� for some ;>2.

Khoshnevisan(20) shows that Y1 admits moments of all orders thanks
to the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1 (Khoshnevisan(20)). For any x in E and any m # N, we
have:

E0[(Lx
{1

)m]�m !(Ex[Lx
{1

])m

Indeed, we have thanks to Ho� lder's inequality and Lemma 3.1

E0( |A{1
|m)�E0 \| } } } |

Em
`
m

j=1

Lxj
{1

|+A | (dx1) |+A| (dx2) } } } |+A | (dxm)+
�| } } } |

Em
`
m

j=1

[E0[(Lxj
{1

)m]]1�m |+A | (dx1) |+A | (dx2) } } } |+A | (dxm)

=\|E
[E0 [(Lx

{1
)m]]1�m | +A | (dx)+

m

�m! \|E
Ex(Lx

{1
) |+A | (dx)+

m

<�

Hence Y1 satisfies the first condition in (3.1) of Theorem A for any ;>2.
Consequently there exist two independent copies (Y ( j )

i , _ ( j )
i ) i�1 , j=1, 2, of

(Yi , _i) i�1 , satisfying the properties (3.2) and (3.3).
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We may consider that there exist two independent copies of X; X (1)

and X (2), such that (Y ( j )
i , _ ( j )

i ) i�1 , j=1, 2 are defined from X ( j ), j=1, 2.
Now we give a direct proof of Lemma 3.1.
First note since Lx is an additive functional, we have:

Lx
{1

�Lx
{1

o%Tx
1{1�Tx

where Tx is the first hitting time of x by X.
Hence for any y in E:

Ey[(Lx
{1

)m]�Ex[(Lx
{1

)m] Py({1�Tx)�Ex[(Lx
{1

)m]

Besides, we have:

Ex[(Lx
{1

)m]=mEx _|
{1

0
(Lx

{1
&Lx

s ) ds(Lx
s )m&1&

We note now that on ({1>s), we have:

Ex((Lx
{1

&Lx
s ) | Fs)�EXs

(Lx
{1

)

where (Fs)s�0 is the natural filtration of X.
Indeed, on ({1>s): Ex((Lx

{1
&Lx

s ) | Fs)=EXs
(Lx

{r
) with r=1&L0

s .
Let t be a positive real number. Let (?n)n # N be a sequence of sub-

divisions of [0, t] such that |?n | converges to 0 as n tends to �. Since Lx

is a continuous function on [0, t], we have thanks to Lebesgue's theorem
of dominated convergence and the above remarks:

Ex _|
{1 7 t

0
(Lx

{1
&Lx

s ) ds(Lx
s )m&1&

= lim
n � �

:
n

j=1

Ex[(Lx
{1

&Lx
sj

)((Lx
{1 7 sj

)m&1&(Lx
{1 7 sj&1

)m&1)]

� lim
n � �

:
n

j=1

Ex[EXsj
(Lx

{1
)((Lx

{1 7 sj
)m&1&(Lx

{1 7 sj&1
)m&1)]

�Ex(Lx
{1

) Ex[(Lx
{1 7 t)

m&1]

By Lebesgue's Theorem of monotone convergence, we finally obtain:

E0[(Lx
{1

)m]�mEx(Lx
{1

) Ex[(Lx
{1

)m&1]

Lemma 3.1 follows easily. g
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Step 2. The remarks made in Step 1 on the moments of |A{1
|,

show that for any c such that: 0�c�(�E Ex(Lx
{1

) |+A | (dx))&1, we have:
E(exp[c |A{1

|])<�. Hence, by the Komlo� s�Major�Tusna� dy Theorem, (21)

we know that there exists a linear Brownian motion W (2) such that;

|S (2)
n &nE(A{1

)&var(A{1
) W (2)(n)|=O(log n) a.s.

when n tends to �.
We have: E(A{1

)=�E E0(Lx
{1

) +A(dx)=+A .

We set then: _2
A=var(A{1

).
By (3.3), we obtain;

|Sn&n+A &_AW (2)(n)|=O(n1�;*) a.s. (3.5)

when n tends to �.

Step 3. We want to replace Sn=A{n
, by At in (3.5). We use the

following argument of Khoshnevisan.(20) We note that for any n�0:

sup
{n�t�{n+1

|At&A{n
| =

(law)
sup

0�t�{1

|At |

and we have: sup0�t�{1
|At |��E Lx

{1
|+A | (dx).

Making use of the argument of Step 1, we see that for c small enough
we have:

E(exp[c sup
0�t�{1

|At |])<+�

Hence, we obtain thanks to the Markov inequality:

P \ sup
{n�t�{n+1

|At&A{n
|>

2
c

log n+�E(exp[c sup
0�t�{1

|At |]) n&2

We can then use Borel Cantelli Lemma to obtain a.s.:

lim sup
n � �

sup
{n�t�{n+1

|At&A{(n) |
log n

<�

Hence, for any large t such that: {n�t�{n+1 , we have:

At=+AL0
t +_A W (2)(n)+O(n1�;*) a.s.
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From the increment result for W (2) established by Cso� rgo� and Re� ve� sz(11)

(Theorem 1.2.1 p. 30), easily follows that:

lim
n � �

sup
n�t�n+1

|W (2)(t)&W (2)(n)|
log n

=0 a.s.

Hence we obtain:

At=+A L0
t +_A W (2)(L0

t )+O(L0
t )1�;* a.s. (3.6)

as t tends to �.

Step 4. We will need the following result of Fristedt and Pruitt.(17)

There exists a finite positive constant c such that:

lim sup
t � �

L0
t 8(t&1 log log t)

log log t
=c a.s. (3.7)

(Bertoin(1) has computed the precise value of c, but we won't need it here.)
Consequently, thanks to (3.6), we obtain:

|At&+AL0
t &_A W (2)(L0

t )|=O \ log log t
8(t&1 log log t)+

1�;*

a.s. (3.8)

when t tends to �.

Step 5. Now we want to replace in (3.8) (W (2)(L0
t ), t�0) by

(W (2)(L0
t (X

(1))), t�0). To simplify the typesetting, the process (L0
t (X (1)),

t�0) will be denoted by (L (1)
t , t�0). Setting:

{ (1)
t =inf[s�0: L (1)

s �t], we remark that we always have: { (1)
Lt

(1)�t. Hence:

L (1)
t &L0

t �L (1)

{
(1)

Lt
(1)

&L0

{
(1)

Lt
(1)

=L0
{

Lt
(1)

&L0

{
(1)

Lt
(1)

(3.9)

We claim that:

|{t&{ (1)
t |=O(t1�:*) a.s. (3.10)

when t tends to �. To explain (3.10) we remark that even though
Theorem A is formulated for the discrete case, that is for sums of random
variables, the same construction originally was carried out for continuous
parameter stochastic processes. The interested reader should consult
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Lemma 4 in Ref. 4 or Lemma 2.3 in Ref. 5. The first line of either proofs
makes it clear that the same proof works for discrete and continuous case.
Consequently (3.2) and (3.3) holds for all t�n, thus we have (3.10).

Then (3.10) together with (3.7) give as t tends to �:

|{ (1)
Lt

(1)&{Lt
(1)|=O(L (1)

t )1�:*=O \ log log t
8(t&1 log log t)+

1�:*

a.s. (3.11)

Thanks to the following lemma, we will be able to majorize: |L0
{Lt

(1)&L0

{
(1)

Lt
(1)

|
which is needed to get an upper bound for (3.9).

Lemma 3.2. Let bt=tq with q<1. Then for any #>0

sup
0�u�t

(L0
u+bt

&L0
u)=O(t:q(1+#)) a.s.

when t tends to �.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Observe that for any s>0

sup
u�s

(L0
u+bt

&L0
u)� sup

i�[Ls
0]+1

i # N

(L0
{i+bt

&L0
{i

)+1

Let nk=rk for r>1 fix and let p>1 (the value of which will be selected
later). Then we have:

P( sup
{i�nk

(L0
{i+bnk

&L0
{i

)�n:q(1+#)
k&1 )

�P( sup
{i�nk

(L0
{i+bnk

&L0
{i

)�n:q(1+#)
k&1 , L0

nk
�n:p

k )+P(L0
nk

>n:p
k )

�n:p
k P(L0

bnk
>n:q(1+#)

k&1 )+P(Lnk
0 >n:p

k )

We set: P(k)=n:p
k P(L0

bnk
>n:q(1+#)

k&1 )+P(Lnk
0 >n:p

k ). If we prove that P(k)
sums in k, then a simple use of Borel Cantelli Lemma combined with the
standard monotonicity argument will lead to Lemma 3.2.

Consider first the second term of this expression:

P(L0
nk

>n:p
k )=P({(n:p

k )<nk)

�exp[&n:p
k 8(u)+unk]

for any u>0, thanks to Markov inequality.
We set: z=nk=rk and choose: u=1�z. Then:

P(L0
nk

>n:p
k )�e exp[&z:p8(1�z)]
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Now note that for any \�1, the function 8(u)�u \ is a decreasing function
of u (see Fristedt and Pruitt(17)). Hence there exists c>0 such that for u
small enough: 8(u)�u \>c. We still have the choice for p, hence we choose
p such that there exists $>0 satisfying: :p&$>1 this is equivalent to
choose p>1�:. We hence obtain for k big enough:

P(L0
nk

>n:p
k )�e exp[&cn$

k]

Consider now the first term of P(k):

n:p
k P(L0

bnk
>n:q(1+#)

k&1 )=n:p
k P({(n:q(1+#)

k&1 )<bnk
)

�n:p
k exp[&n:q(1+#)

k&1 8(u)+ubnk
]

Now select u=(bnk
)&1=r&kq to get

n:p
k P(L0

bnk
>n:q(1+#)

k&1 )

�rk:pe exp[&r&:q(1+#)rk:q#�2(rkq:(1+#�2)8(r&kq))]

Since 8( } ) is regularly varying with index : at 0+

rkq:(1+#�2)8(r&kq) � � as k � �

hence

rkq:(1+#�2)8(r&kq)�C if k>k0

Thus, we have

n:p
k P(L0

bnk
>n:q(1+#)

k&1 )�rk:pe exp[&Cr&:q(1+#)rk:q#�2]

for k>k0 which is convergent in k for any #>0. Hence P(k) is summable
in k. g

We have seen that: { (1)
Lt

(1)�t, and since 8 is regularly varying at 0+
with index :, (3.11) leads to:

|{ (1)
Lt

(1)&{Lt
(1)|=O(L (1)

t )1�:*=O \ log log t
8(t&1 log log t)+

1�:*

�O(t(:�:*)(1+$)) a.s.

for any $>0. Choosing $ small enough such that: q= :
:* (1+$)<1, we can

apply Lemma 3.2 and obtain from (3.9) that for any #>0:

|L0
t &L (1)

t |�O(t:q(1+#)) a.s. (3.12)

as t goes to �.
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We use now Theorem 1.2.1 of Cso� rgo� and Re� ve� sz(11) on the maximal
increments of a Brownian motion to obtain:

|W (2)(L0
t )&W (2)(L (1)

t )|�O(t:q(1+#)(1�2+=)) a.s. (3.13)

for any =>0. We can choose now =>0 and #>0 small enough such that

'=: q(1+#)(1�2+=)<1�2

should hold.
Setting: &=: max(1�;*, ')<1�2, we finally obtain thanks to (3.8) and

(3.13):

|At&+A L0
t &_AW (2)(L (1)

t )|=O \ log log t
8(t&1 log log t)+

&

a.s.

when t tends to �. The assertion (2.4) of Theorem 2.1 is a consequence of
(3.12). g

4. APPLICATIONS

1. Application to Symmetric Le� vy Processes: A Strassen Theorem

Assume that (X(t), t�0) is a symmetric Le� vy process. Let � be the
function defined by:

E(ei*X(t))=exp(&t�(*))

Assume

|
1

0

d*
�(*)

=� (4.1)

and

|
�

0

log(1+*)
1+�(*)

d*<� (4.2)

Under these conditions the Le� vy process X is recurrent and possesses
a local time process (L y

t , y # R, t�0). A detailed discussion of the origin
and importance of these conditions can be bound in Marcus and Rosen.(22)

Let ( pt(x, y), (x, y) # R2, t�0) be the transition densities of X. We have:
pt(x, y)=pt( |x& y| ). Let u: be the :-potential density of the process X.

u:(x, y)=|
�

0
e&:tpt(x, y) dt=u:( |x& y| )
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Moreover, we have:

u:(x)=
1
? |

�

0

cos *x
:+�(*)

d*

(see Marcus and Rosen(22)) Define for :>0,

}(:)=
1
? |

�

0

d*
:+�(*)

We have then:

E0(exp(&*{(t)))=exp \&
t

u*(0)+=exp \&
t

}(*)+
(see e.g., Khoshnevisan(20)). Hence we have

8(:)=
1

}(:)

If � is regularly varying at zero with index 1<#�2 then } is regularly
varying at zero with index &1�#� where 1�#+1�#� =1. (see Marcus and
Rosen(22) (1.10), and their Lemma 2.11) Consequently 8 is regularly
varying at zero with index 1�#� .

We know (see Remark 2.2) that any continuous additive functional A
of X, such that its Revuz measure has a compact support and finite mass,
verifies condition (2.2) of Theorem 2.1. Hence, we have:

|At&+A L0
t &_A W(L� 0

t )|=O(t(#&1)�#(log log t)1�#)& a.s. (4.3)

when t tends to �, where &<1�2. On the other hand concerning the
process (W(L� 0

t ), t�0) the following result was obtained by Csa� ki et al.(9)

Let A be the subset of C[0, 1], of the functions f absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and such that f (0)=0.

Define

D(d )={ f : f # A, |
1

0
| f4 (x)|d dx�1=

(Observe that D(d) is a generalization of the usual Strassen class as D(2)=S).
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Theorem B [Csa� ki et al.(9)]. Let X be a symmetric Le� vy process
satisfying conditions (4.1) and (4.2), such that � is regularly varying at zero
with index 1<#�2. Let (L0

t , t�0) be its local time process at 0. We set:
Y(t)=W(L0

t ), where W is a standard Wiener process, independent from X.
For t>0, let ft be the function defined by:

ft(x)=
Y(xt)
G(t)

, 0�x�1

with

G(t)=K# log log t \} \log log t
t ++

1�2

K#=
21�2#

(#+1) (#+1)�(2#) (#&1) (#&1)�(2#)

Then the set of functions [ ft , t>0] is relatively compact in C[0, 1] and
the set of its limit points as t tends to �, is D(2#�#+1) almost surely.

Combining this theorem with the approximation (4.3) implies the
following Strassen theorem for our additive functional.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a symmetric Le� vy process satisfying condi-
tions (4.1) and (4.2) such that � is regularly varying at zero with index
1<#�2. Let A be a continuous additive functional of X, such that its
Revuz measure has a compact support and finite mass. Let f� t be the
function defined on [0, 1] by:

f� t(x)=
Axt&+AL0

xt

_A G(t)
0�x�1

with G defined as in Theorem B.
Then the set of functions [ f� t , t>0] is relatively compact in C[0,1]

and the set of its limit points as t tends to �, is D(2#�#+1) almost surely.

In particular we might assume that X is a symmetric stable process
with an index # in (1, 2]. This implies that:

�(*)=c0*#

and

}(:)=
1
? |

�

0

d*
:+c0 *#
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According to Gradshteyn and Ryzhik(18) formula 3.341�4, p. 292;

}(:)=C0:1�#&1

where C0=C0(c0 , #)=#&1c&1�#
0 (sin(?�#))&1.

We hence obtain the following particular case of Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.2. Let X be a symmetric stable process with an index # in
(1, 2] and let A be any continuous additive functional of X, whose Revuz
measure has a compact support and finite mass. Let f� t be the function
defined on [0, 1] by:

f� t(x)=
Axt&+AL0

xt

_A H(t)
0�x�1

where

H(t)=K# log log t \C0 \log log t
t +

1�#&1

+
1�2

with K# defined as in Theorem B.
Then the set of functions [ f� t , t>0] is relatively compact in C[0, 1]

and the set of its limit points as t tends to �, is D(2#�#+1) almost surely.

2. Convergences in Law for the Symmetric Markov Processes

We assume that X is a recurrent symmetric Markov process satisfying
(2.1), such that Ex(Lx

T0
) is locally bounded as a function of x. Hence,

Theorem 2.1 is available for any continuous additive functional such that
its Revuz measure is finite with a compact support. Let A be such a func-
tional. With the notations of Theorem 2.1, we first note that we have:

lim
t � �

L� 0
t

L0
t

=1 a.s. (4.4)

Indeed, we know that there exists :$ in (0, :) such that as t tends to �:

|L0
t &L� 0

t |�O(t:$)

On the other hand, we have:

lim
t � �

L0
t

t: =+�
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(this is just one more use of: P(L0
t <t:)�ct:8(1�t) together with

Borel�Cantelli Lemma). We hence obtain the announced equivalence.
Now, thanks to (4.4) and to the independence of W and (L� 0

t , t�0),
we obtain for any continuous additive functional A such that its Revuz
measure has a compact support and a finite mass:

At&+A L0
t

- L0
t

ww�
(law)

t � �
_A W(1)

Observe that:

_2
A =E0(A2

{1
)&[E0(A{1

)]2

=||
E_E

[E0(Lx
{1

L y
{1

)&E0(Lx
{1

) E0(L y
{1

)] +A(dx) +A(dy)

Next we make the additional assumption that X is strongly symmetric with
respect to a reference measure m. This means that X admits symmetric
transition densities with respect to m (for a detailed definition see Marcus
and Rosen(22)). Then one can show that:

E0(Lx
{1

L y
{1

)=2gT0
(x, y)+1

where gT0
is the Green function of X killed at T0 (this can be obtained, for

example, using Eisenbaum et al.(16)). Note also that: Ex(Lx
T0

)= gT0
(x, x).

It has been proved in Marcus and Rosen(22) that gT0
is finite, sym-

metric, positive definite function on E_E. Hence there exists a centered
Gaussian process ('x , x # E) with gT0

as covariance. Thanks to these
remarks, we obtain:

_2
A =2 ||

E_E
gT0

(x, y) +A(dx) +A(dy)

=E \_- 2 |
E

'x+A(dx)&
2

+
We see that the two Gaussian variables _A W(1) and - 2 �E 'x+A(dx) have
the same law. Consequently for any finite signed measure + on E with com-
pact support, we have under P0 :

|
E \

Lx
t &L0

t

- L0
t
+ +(dx) ww�

(law)

t � � |
E

- 2 'x+(dx)
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In particular, we have obtained:

E _F \Lx
t &L0

t

- L0
t

, x # E+& ww�
t � �

E[F(- 2 'x , x # E )]

for any function F defined on the set of the measurable function f from E
to R by: F( f )=exp[i �E f (x) +(dx)], with + a finite signed measure on E
with compact support. This implies the following theorem:

Theorem 4.3. Let X be a recurrent strongly symmetric Markov
process such that 8 is regularly varying with an index in (0, 1), and
gT0

(x, x) is a locally bounded function of x, we have then under P0 :

\Lx
t &L0

t

- L0
t

, x # E+ ww�
(law)

t � �
(- 2 'x , x # E )

In the particular case when X is a Brownian motion, Csa� ki et al.(4) gave an
estimate for the difference;

|Lx
t &L0

t &2W(x, L� 0
t )| (4.5)

as t � � uniformly in x for |x|<t; (with ; a small positive number) where
(W(x, t), x # R, t�0) is a Brownian sheet, independent of L� 0.

In case of a general recurrent strongly symmetric Markov process X,
the following doubly-indexed Gaussian process seems to be a natural
choice to play the role of the Brownian sheet in (4.5). Consider (D(x, t),
x # E, t�0) centered Gaussian process with covariance:

E(D(x, t) D( y, s))=(s 7 t) gT0
(x, y)

When X is a Brownian motion, we easily see that: D =
(law)

- 2 W.
Applying Theorem 2.1 to the continuous additive function A0 with:

+A0
=$x , one can estimate the difference

|Lx
t &L0

t &_A0
W(L� 0

t )|

Assuming that D is independent of L� 0, we note that thanks to the above
remarks:

_A0
W(L� 0

t ) =
(law)

- 2 D(x, L� 0
t )
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This suggest that D could be chosen in such a way that an estimation of:

|Lx
t &L0

t &- 2 D(x, L� 0
t )|

could be given, uniformly in |x|<h(t), as t � �, where h(t) is a
nonnegative increasing function of t.
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